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ISNCM 2021: CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

ASNT invites you to participate in the 16th International Symposium on Nondestructive Characterization of Materials, 
which will be held in Baltimore, Maryland USA. 

Researchers from around the world are invited to submit abstracts for presentation at the symposium.  This is an 
opportunity to share your nondestructive characterization research with international colleagues who are actively 
engaged in advances in nondestructive evaluation technology. Presenters at all career stages are encouraged to 
submit one or more abstracts. Please Note: Virtual presentations will be considered.

The main focus of the International Symposium on Nondestructive Characterization of Materials is the use of 
nondestructive evaluation methods as an investigation tool to determine the materials properties, and characterize 
parts of materials or features detected within them. This symposium encourages presentations addressing issues of 
current and future interest, covering both theoretical and experimental work. Of considerable interest will be state-of-
the-art developments and applications where the complex nature of materials is recognized. Furthermore, discussions 
on the applications and possibilities for multi-technique measurements of interdependent parameters and the 
evaluation of the data through sophisticated computer analyses are also encouraged.

Dr. Shant Kenderian, 
The Aerospace Corporation, USA

Dr. Christopher Kube, 
Penn State University

Program Co-Chairs:
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By Industry Aerospace 
Application Art & 
Archeology Electronics 
Infrastructure Medical 
Imaging Nuclear 
Petrochemical Railroad

By Material Type 
Biomaterials
Ceramics
Composite Material
Cementitous
Metallic
Biologic
Polymeric
Ceramic & Others

By Material Property 
Bond Strength Evaluation 
Fatigue & Fracture Health 
Monitoring Mechanical 
Properties Precursor 
Damage Process Control 
Residual Stresses

By Analysis
Imaging
Modeling
Signal Processing SAFT

Topics to be covered
By NDE Method 
Advanced Techniques 
Eddy Current Emerging 
Technology Laser 
Methods
Laser Ultrasound Micro/
millimeter Wave 
Nonlinear Ultrasound 
Radiography, DR & CT 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Shearography Terahertz 
Imaging Thermography 
Ultrasound

WHY YOU SHOULD PARTICIPATE?

» Present results and insights
from your work

» Interact with colleagues
from your field

» Gain recognition for your
organization

» Establish yourself as a
subject matter expert
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ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
» Submit a 250 word abstract online at https://asnt.org/MajorSiteSections/Events/Calls_

for_Abstracts.aspx  for technical review purposes that is suitable for publication. ASNT
will circulate your abstract to conference committee members for review and selection
purposes. If accepted, this abstract will be made available online prior to the meeting.

» During the submission process you will be asked to choose a relevant topic from a
predefined list.

» Commercial papers, papers where supporting data or a technical description cannot be
given for proprietary reasons will not be accepted for presentation. See ASNT’s Policy on
Commercialization below.

» Please do not submit the same abstracts to multiple conferences.
» Accepted speakers will be notified of acceptance in April 2021.
» Upon acceptance, additional instructions will be emailed to the presenting author.

By submitting an abstract, you agree to the following:
» Attend the meeting and make the presentation as scheduled in the program. Speakers

will be allowed 25 minutes for presentation including questions and answers
» Obtain funding for registration fees, travel, and accommodations, independent of ASNT
» Ensure that all clearances have been obtained to present and publish.

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 26 MARCH, 2021

ASNT Commercialism Policy
ASNT presentations are learning experiences and are non-commercial. Presentations are not to 
be used for direct promotion of a presenter's product, service, or other self-interest. Products and 
services may be discussed in a session from the point of view of implementation, insight, from an 
end-user, lessons learned, or any non-commercial point of view. Sessions are not to be used as a 
product promotion or "Selling from the Podium" event and should be considered to be vendor 
neutral.

Use of ASNT provided templates, or other generic templates and themes, free of company names 
and logos, is required in all presentation visuals.

Symposium Proceedings
Speakers are also encouraged to prepare and submit a paper (up to 10 pages) related to their 
presentation for publication in the ASNT Digital Library. Instructions on paper submission will be 
provided in the abstract acceptance email.

Please note: Papers previously published elsewhere will not be eligible for publication in the 
Symposium proceedings. However, previous publication does not preclude presentation of the 
work at the Symposium.

Questions concerning abstracts should be directed to the ASNT conference department at 
conferences@asnt.org.
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Hotel Information
Located on the picturesque waterfront, our hotel brings refinement, charm and laid-back style that 
stands-out among Baltimore, Maryland hotels. Winner of both the AAA Four Diamond Award and 
TripAdvisor’s 2019 Certificate of Excellence, enjoy being at the center of it all at one of the top-
rated hotels in Baltimore.

ASNT has secured a special Symposium rate of $159 per night. While this rate is available through 
July 19, 2021, we fully expect to fill our entire block well before then so please consider reserving 
your room early.

Reservations may be made by CLICKING HERE

or by calling +1 800-766-3782 and reference our group code “0815ASNTCO”.

SPONSORING THE SYMPOSIUM
A limited number conference sponsor/patron opportunities 
are available. If you are interested in supporting the 
conference please contact Ruth Staat at rstaat@asnt.org or 
call her at 614-274-6003, ext. 227. 

Getting There

Located just nine miles south of Baltimore—and 
32 miles from Washington, D.C.—Baltimore/
Washington International Thurgood Marshall 
Airport (BWI) offers travelers more than 500 
flights daily on 36 airlines to and from cities 
across the U.S., as well as Toronto, Reykjavik 
and Punta Cana, among its 13 international 
destinations.

If traveling by car, there are plenty of parking 
options in Baltimore. Keep an eye out for 
street parking but be sure to double check 
nearby signs for restrictions or costs. Reserve 
a spot in a garage or lot ahead of time (and 
possibly save some money) with online 
services like Parking Panda and Spot Hero.

About Baltimore

Today’s Baltimore is a vibrant community 
that honors the past while keeping a keen 
eye on the future. This city is where you can 
see the largest public collection of Matisse 
in the world (for free!), sip a craft beer in the 
sanctuary of a converted church and stay 
in a four-star hotel poised atop an historic 
recreation pier. But the Baltimore experience 
is about more than exploring neighborhoods 
and cultural sites. To really know this place, 
you have to meet the artists, provocateurs and 
visionaries who call Charm City home.

Travel Information

https://gc.synxis.com/rez.aspx?Hotel=56920&Chain=5157&arrive=8/8/2021&depart=8/14/2021&adult=1&child=0&group=0808ASNTIS



